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This book will guide you through training your dog. Are you struggling to train your dog? Do you
want your dog to be happy, well-trained, and obedient? Do you want to find a way to make it easy
and fun? Look no further! My book will answer all your questions! Raising a dog can be a fun and
joyful experience. But there are also the bad times when your dog misbehaves, they pee on the
floor, they don't do what you ask. This is a big misconception of the dog not being trained well. If
your dog is trained well, you and your dog will have a happy relationship. Dog training is not an
overnight experience. It takes time and effort; some dogs will respond faster to training, some
slower. Each dog has its own personality, the same as people do, but one thing is for sure: If you
treat your best friend the way you would anyone else with respect, teach him/her right and take care
of them, they will do the same for you. It is a two-way relationship. To have the best possible
relationship with your dog is by training your dog properly. You need to respect and communicate,
train them with proper obedience training and then your relationship with your dog will grow to a
better level. The more you show your dog the right way, the faster they will learn and then you can
expect your dog to act how you want. You will have a relationship which no one else can break you will be man and dog as one! This book is designed to show you how to train your dog for
happiness, obedience, and to have a great relationship with you. With over 20 years of experience, I
know how important creating a good relationship is; I have a lot to share with you. The methods I
provide have been proven to be the most effective if performed correctly! I will guide you step by
step on how to train your dog in the simplest and most effective way! Here is just a sampling of the
useful information you will learn in this book: Where to start after deciding you want a dog Training
your new dog How to house-train your new dog Basic obedience training Socialization skills
Training And much more quality content!
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I really like the book because it has all the tips and instructions on how to train a dog.The things I
liked from from the book:Introduction that thanks readers for buying the book and welcoming them
before they read the first chapter.Instructions on how to train dog.Starts off with a future example of
an obedient dog, however stating that training the dog is much harder.Tells the readers to make a
list of what they want their dog become.Before training, making a list of items to buy is important
and then purchasing an energetic dog with good size (not wanting to get a lazy dog).Also to
purchase a breed that fits the owners lifestyle (food, going out etc).Asks the reader if they're ready
and equiped to start training their dog.Shows instructions when have a dog (in detail), for example
how to pick up a dog.Doing basics first is key when training a dog.There are tips on how to train
dog, step by step.Teach dog new skills time by time, if there are some failures go back to refresh
dog's memory from previous trainings (basics).There are also some instructions when there are
failures.Including different people helps dog to socialise and be comfortable training elsewhere other
than home.Tips and routines on how to train dog while at home (in five simple steps).Rewarding dog
after any obedient and successful training.Using different items helps dog to learn other tricks.Tips
on how to get dog obedient, for example how to sit and follow their owner.Explains how teach dog
the 'stay' command and how important it is to avoid inccidents, for example dog chasing other
animals and fleeing from owner.
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